
Subject:  An exclusive medical treatment of Gene-Reduction for you! 
 

lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Tel: 65-6353-3647 Fax: 65-6258-5636 
Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg  

 

AU member of parliament  
Neil, Stuart (Neil) [Hon] 
 

Dear Sir:     
 

Happy New Year, I am Heng-Jie Lin, the sales manager of lzm patent office. 
 

You are a celebrity of political circles in AU, you should be aware of the famous quote by Mr Warren Buffet 
–“A person could create money, but money cannot create person!”.  Today, after you know the actuality of “a medical 
treatment of Gene-Reduction or Rejuvenation” in Specification of attachments, or link our website 
www.ycec.com/lzm/080823.pdf , because the actuality of our invention cannot be achieved at present medicine circles, 
therefore, the famous remark of Warren Buffett was to pass away.  At present, welcome after you comprehend 
thorough then could be timely shared this fruitful results of our latest and exclusive invention.  

     

Our invention by inventor Mr. Lin Zhen Man (lzm), our director, is absolute true. In 2003, his invention 
saved the SARS crisis of Hong Kong, China, Taiwan and Canada, this invention is a great fruitful results of mankind 
medicine civilization and is similarly applied to cure the Bird Flu and phthisis. However, the unreasonable China 
Government canvassed President Bush and west nation to conceal this invention by any bribe means.  So that, the right 
to know and right to exist of patient was to deprived which include your constituency! 

 

At the present, a public prosecutor of Sweden was to verify a fact of the Chinese Government repeatedly bribe some of 
Nobel appraisal meeting member on Dec. 19, 2008.  Attach one is an open letter to the public prosecutor of Sweden, the 
Chinese Government’s bribe motive namely to prevent from Nobel appraisal meeting give above lzm a medicine Nobel prize.  

 

Above not only that,  the China Government still to be successful interfere lzm through PCT patent application 
in each country includes AU patent office by bribe means.  For instance, you could to browse www.ycec.net and link 
the UA, EPO and AU patent office again, you could to find this invent is true in the reply for examination and why the 
embarrassed look of patent officer under an administrative order to attempt cancel this invent?   Currently, the China 
Government has a lot of US currency and large quantities of beautiful women to bribe; therefore I hope that AU 
councilors who can call upon and supervise a public prosecutor of Australia in all, and to investigate like the Sweden.  

 

The China Government’s illegal act still include used the national might at economy and judicature persecute to lzm, and 
still more to embroil today’s finance-tsunami extensively…, the detail could to see the www.ycec.com/lzm/080508-hk.mht！ 
You are a politician, inevitably where can you find the evil source, and do not forget to express your indignation!   

 

You can browse www.ycec.com and link the head sculpture of Bush and will be surprised that after 911, 
Bush un-cash his promise for lzm's invention application of "three measures of aviation security", the President-Bush 
announced at International Airport Chicago on Sep.27, 2001 for overcome national’s dread psychology and then support 
up the violent downs of the stock market, but President-Bush with Jiang ZeMin of former China chairman to alliance on 
the contrary for conceal lzm’s medicine invent in worldwide!  Any one who know, the behavior of concealing 
medicine invention is a war of behavioral unpopularity, this common values at present society, today’s finance-tsunami 
was to punish Bush Government, however Bush who was to fall out of power oncoming, we send word for Obma 
Government must to thorough investigate Bush’s criminal case of against mankind civilization!     
 

The abovementioned clearly stated that the international police failed to arrest the criminals, as the 
criminals use both money and beauty, but it can increase reliance for our latest medicine invention. Nevertheless I 
understand that in the United States, the most exorbitant cosmetic product would cost some five hundred 
thousands dollar. And thus, it is also just as reasonable that our medical treatment of youth rejuvenation can 
be priced on par with the United States’ most exorbitant cosmetic products. The whole package of our youth 
rejuvenation priced ranging from six hundreds and fifty thousands United States dollar to around three 
millions and nine hundreds thousands United States dollars and if the physique, age and fame etc. we will give 
them extra discount.  We emphasize that our medicine invention should be shared among mankind, anyone cannot to 
deprive of your rights, the specifics can be viewed by browsing our website www.ycec.com/lzm.htm or by the main 
page and link a mobile label of “What is the price of life?” and link into the “Make out a register form” etc. forms.  
You may print the specification to witness a true medical miracle of rejuvenate too!  

 

If you have any inquire, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

11 January 2009 

Tel: 65-83058786                                        LZM office Medicine Department  

lzmyc@singnet.com.sg                                           Heng-Jie Lin   



LZM Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Tel: 65-6353-3647 Fax: 65-6258-5636 
Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg  

 

To request                                                                 Transmit to 
The Moderate Party &                                                      Public prosecutor,  
Public Media                                                                 Nils-Erik Schultz 
 

Dear Sir, 
 

 Public Prosecutor, Nils-Erik Schultz announce to face to public media on Dec. 19, 2008, he was to 
investigating why the Chinese Government repeatedly provide capital bribery at some Nobel appraisal meeting 
member to visit China since March of 2006?  So this momentous news already led the world to follow with 
interest, very media had a question that if China Government have bribe, why no Chinese citizen has won a 
Nobel Prize for the past three years?  The purpose of this letter is to address the abovementioned fact; 
therefore I request any Sweden government officer or media personnel who could help me to transmit the content 
of this letter to the Public prosecutor in charge. 
 

Firstly, it is not adventitious, at that same time of March of 2006, as it seems that the physics Nobel prizeman 
Chen Ning Yang had been arranged to visit Hong Kong to participate in a conference of the academia which 
commission by Chinese Government.  He had a ravings is that “China does not need a Nobel Medicine Prize at 
present!”  Why is it so that he speak incoherently?  It was clear the China Government’s intention of bribery to 
some of Nobel appraisal meeting member so as to prevent a Chinese from receiving Nobel Medicine Prize year 2005!  
Nevertheless, which Chinese has the highest potential chance to win Nobel prize.  Please view the detail below!  

 

Secondly, the bribery motive of China Government requested Nobel Selection Committee jurors not to 
give the medicine Nobel Prize to a Hong Kong citizen, his name is Lin Zhen-Man (lzm).  Why?  Please link 
http://www.ycec.net/lzm/080508.mht, this open letter has passed through more than hundred countries in 
consulate of Hong Kong to communicate their head of state before Olympic Games at Beijing in 2008.  In a 
word, lzm is a Hong kong citizan and a factory to invest in China since 1991year, but the former China chairman 
Jiang Zemin who was order to auction lzm’s factory unlawful on 1999year, notwithstanding lzm’s invent of cure 
Sars, Bird flu and phthisis to get rid of the SARS crisis of China, HK, Taiwan and Canada etc. state, but the 
autocrat not only to tell an any thanks and still more not to correct his wrong, then the autocrat still again to order 
to conceal lzm’s medicine invent. 

 

What the lzm’s accomplishment is that?  Please link www.ycec.net, the medicine invent of lzm is to be 
there for all to see and inalienable.  lzm’s accomplishment for reality benefit from mankind society to surpass 
the sum of all Medicine Nobelist!  

 

Public prosecutor, Nils-Erik Schultz and media must know first, under an instance of the former China 
chairman, Mr. Jiang Zemin’s son Mr. Jiang mian heng, that he used high salary of two million USD to employ 
Bush president’s younger brother Mr. NeilBush and give him free pretty woman into the NeilBush’s hotel room 
everyday in HK or China. This avowal was published at www.Chinanews.com.cn and HK wenweipo newspaper 
on Nov. 27, 2003.  So the China Government’s bribery does not simply means paid for the flight, hotel and 
food expenses, the bribery consequential include a large number of greenbacks with beautiful woman! 
 

      Above-mentioned fact to shown the autocrat of China in the process of newly wealth to challenge deserved 
values of mankind society, I hope the Public prosecutor, Nils-Erik Schultz will make an extra effort from medium! 
 

     Today, I take of this opportunity to recommend lzm’s latest invention, after you know the actuality of “a 
medical treatment of Gene-Reduction or Rejuvenation” in attach a Specification or link to our website 
www.ycec.com/lzm/080823.pdf , you will surprised this invent still cannot be achieved at present medicine circles!  
 

This expenditure of medical treatment of Rejuvenation between USD $650,000-$3,900,000, if the 
physique, age and whether a worthy etc. we will to an extra discount.  We emphasize that our medicine invention 
in mankind in common, anyone cannot to deprive of your power, the specifics could be to browse our website of 
www.ycec.com/lzm.htm or main page and link a mobile label of “What is the price of life?” and link into the 
“Make out a register form” etc. forms, if you have not our specification, you could be printing in here. 

 

Happy New Year, if you have any inquires，please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

12 January 2009   

Tel: 65-8305-8786                                 LZM Patent (liaison) Office 
lzmyc@singnet.com.sg                                  Medicine Department Manager   

                                                    Heng-Jie Lin   


